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Bus operators across Scotland have had to make rapid changes to services in response to the current 
health crisis.  
 
Bus Users has consistently called on operators to communicate all service changes to passengers in 
an accessible and timely way. We have also called on operators to communicate what steps they are 
taking to make bus journeys safe for anyone needing to travel, and what steps passengers should 
take in order to keep themselves and others safe. 
 
While we recognise that a significant number of people do not have access to the Internet or mobile 
devices, the purpose of this paper is specifically to look at how effectively some operators have been 
using online platforms to keep passengers informed. It is worth noting that we would also expect 
operators to be communicating with audio and visual information wherever possible, and working 
with the local community to ensure they are communicating as widely as possible.  
 
This paper does not comment on how well operators have been delivering services and meeting the 
needs of passengers during this time. 
 
Large operators 
 
Given the resources of many large operators, it followed that they were generally very good at 
keeping passengers updated with information online.  
 
One example of good practice was Stagecoach. Along with a ‘Coronavirus update’ panel at the top of 
its website, there was a ‘Stay safe when you’re travelling’ section with advice on social distancing on 
and off vehicles, seating arrangements for passengers, how to pay, instructions on using face 
coverings, updates on extra services to make up for reduced vehicle capacity, and information on 
enhanced vehicle cleaning.   
   
First Group, First South East & Glasgow provided equally comprehensive information, including 
reference to new capacity signage on vehicles, seating, access restrictions and the end of standing 
accommodation. First also updated its app so passengers could check seating availability on board its 
buses. 
 
Another example of good practice was Xplore Dundee. It has been providing extensive information 
for passengers and using double-deck vehicles to increase passenger capacity while social distancing. 
It also reassured passengers with information on its enhanced cleaning regimes and PPE for its 
drivers. 
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Lothian Buses incorporating East Coast and Lothian Country has provided comprehensive Covid-19 
contingency information across its media platforms including Facebook and Twitter. 
 
As a medium/large operator, Borders Buses has been a match for the larger operators when it 
comes to harnessing technology to keep passengers informed. Its app has been adapted so 
passengers can check ahead to see if the bus is busy, and whether it has wifi, USB chargers and bike 
racks. 
 
As well as keeping passengers informed and up-to-date some operators, like McGills, have been 
going even further and accepting cross-service ticketing to ensure passengers can make seamless 
journeys. 
 
Small/medium operators 
 
Many of Scotland’s small to medium sized operators have also been using their online platforms to 
good effect. One example, West Coast Motors covering Argyll and Bute, has been providing 
extensive contingency information around planning journeys, face coverings, payment, social 
distancing, seating arrangements and hygiene. This information is available across all the operator’s 
online platforms including Twitter and Facebook. 
 
Bay Travel of Fife, another good example, has been active in keeping passengers informed and 
reassured. Its website carries information on revised services with links to Government guidance on 
travel and a public transport advice video. Eve Coaches has taken a similar approach, updating 
passengers on its Covid-19 contingency measures, changes to services and links to Government 
guidelines. 
 
Some small to medium sized operators have been less effective, however, despite running busy and 
often critical services across Scotland. While many have online communication platforms including 
websites, Twitter and Facebook accounts, there is little evidence of Covid-19 information updates, 
advice on travelling or services changes. One operator posted that ‘Normal services will continue to 
run in these uncertain times’ without providing any further information. 
 
Conclusion 
 
A significant number of operators across Scotland have been working hard to keep passengers 
informed as the health crisis has developed. 
 
Although large operators have access to greater resources and were clearly better placed to manage 
and maintain their online communications, many small to medium sized operators have been using 
their platforms effectively and communicating well with passengers. Many others, despite having 
websites and social media accounts, have been failing to keep them updated or to provide even the 
most basic travel guidance.  
 
Clearly not everyone has access to the Internet, particularly in rural Scotland. In times of crisis, 
however, it is one of the quickest, cheapest and easiest ways to keep passengers informed, and to 
ensure they can feel safe and confident about travelling by bus. 
 
About Bus Users 
 
Bus Users is a registered charity that campaigns for accessible, inclusive public transport. We are 
also the only approved Alternative Dispute Resolution body for the bus and coach industry. 
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Bus Users UK is a registered charity (1178677 and SC049144) and a Company Limited by Guarantee 
(04635458). 
 
Bus Users UK, Victoria Charity Centre, 11 Belgrave Road, London SW1V 1RB 
 
Tel: 0300 111 0001 
enquiries@bususers.org 
www.bususers.org  
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